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Abstract
To counteract the ads and third-party tracking ubiquitous
on the web, users turn to blocking tools—ad-blocking and
tracking-protection browser extensions and built-in features.
Unfortunately, blocking tools can cause non-ad, non-tracking
elements of a website to degrade or fail, a phenomenon termed
breakage. Examples include missing images, non-functional
buttons, and pages failing to load. While the literature fre-
quently discusses breakage, prior work has not systematically
mapped and disambiguated the spectrum of user experiences
subsumed under “breakage,” nor sought to understand how
users experience, prioritize, and attempt to fix breakage. We
fill these gaps. First, through qualitative analysis of 18,932
extension-store reviews and GitHub issue reports for ten pop-
ular blocking tools, we developed novel taxonomies of 38
specific types of breakage and 15 associated mitigation strate-
gies. To understand subjective experiences of breakage, we
then conducted a 95-participant survey. Nearly all partici-
pants had experienced various types of breakage, and they
employed an array of strategies of variable effectiveness in
response to specific types of breakage in specific contexts.
Unfortunately, participants rarely notified anyone who could
fix the root causes. We discuss how our taxonomies and re-
sults can improve the comprehensiveness and prioritization of
ongoing attempts to automatically detect and fix breakage.

1 Introduction

The modern web is filled with ads, enabling platforms and
content creators to monetize websites whether or not users pay
to access them. Furthermore, many of these ads are targeted to
specific users based on inferences about their demographics,
interests, and activities [42, 65, 66]. Enabling this ad targeting
is an ecosystem in which users’ activities online are frequently
tracked using HTTP cookies, browser fingerprinting, and other
mechanisms [24]. Because many users find online ads in gen-
eral to be annoying [46] and the tracking underlying ad target-
ing to be creepy and problematic [7, 20, 64, 67], ad-blocking

(a) Normal functionality. (b) “Broken” functionality.

Figure 1: Many tracking-protection tools cause the status
report (blue background) to disappear from this website [28].

and tracking-protection tools have become popular [41, 49].
For example, the Adblock Plus [3] browser extension aims to
block most ads, while the Ghostery [30] browser extension
aims to block third-party tracking. Web browsers themselves
increasingly include similar features, such as Mozilla Fire-
fox’s Enhanced Tracking Protection [44]. We use the term
blocking tools to encapsulate all of the above.

These tools typically aim to stop ads and tracking by either
blocking or modifying outgoing HTTP requests, or by either
modifying or not loading the resources returned in response.
Unfortunately, these processes can also degrade other parts of
a website’s user experience. Like prior work, we say a “web-
site breaks” (and use the term breakage more generally) to
refer to any non-ad and non-tracking aspect of a website’s
user experience no longer functioning because of a blocking
tool. For example, as shown in Figure 1, Firefox’s “strict” En-
hanced Tracking Protection causes the interactive data (blue
background) to disappear from Georgia’s COVID-19 daily
status report [28] even though, from the user perspective, this
data is neither an ad nor tracking, but rather key functionality.
Breakage may be inadvertent (e.g., a blocked tracking re-



Figure 2: Firefox warns users that selecting “strict” tracking
protection “may cause some sites or content to break.”

source also defined non-tracking functionality) or intentional
(e.g., encouraging users to uninstall blocking tools by pur-
posefully tying essential functionality to ads or tracking) [4].

That blocking tools can break websites is a key barrier to
user adoption [41] and consideration in tools’ default set-
tings [51, 54]. For example, as shown in Figure 2, while
Mozilla Firefox’s “strict” tracking protection setting im-
proves user privacy beyond its “standard” setting, its interface
warns users that the “strict” setting “may cause some sites
or content to break” and that “if a site seems broken, you
may want to turn off tracking protection.” Furthermore, be-
cause experiences of breakage could cause users (who cannot
see the typically hidden nature of improved web privacy)
to switch browsers, the less-protective “standard” setting is
the default. As a result, a number of recent efforts aim to
detect and mitigate website breakage caused by blocking
tools [4, 13, 33, 35, 37, 45, 51, 55–58].

Despite this interest in automatically mitigating breakage,
prior work has neither systematically mapped the scope of
breakage that users experience nor sought to understand how
users react to the different failures subsumed under the con-
cept of breakage. Without this understanding, researchers will
be limited both in their ability to automatically detect and mit-
igate the full range of ways which users experience website
breakage and in their ability to prioritize the types of breakage
that matter most to users. In this paper, we fill those gaps.

First, to map the full spectrum of ways in which users expe-
rience website breakage, we analyzed public user reviews of
blocking tools, as well as public issue reports sent to the devel-
opers of those tools. Specifically, we scraped recent negative
and neutral reviews (those most likely to mention breakage) of
ten popular blocking tools from the Chrome, Firefox, and Mac
(Safari) extension stores, as well as the Github issues pages
for the eight tools that used public issue tracking. We qualita-
tively coded the 18,932 reviews and issue reports (34,423 total
posts and responses), developing the first taxonomy of types
of website breakage users report experiencing. This taxonomy
includes 38 specific types of breakage experiences in seven
broad categories, encompassing experiences like pages being
slow to load, authenticated sessions failing to persist, upload

buttons not functioning, elements being mispositioned, and
the page crashing. From the same process, we also develop
the first taxonomy of how users report attempting to fix break-
age. This taxonomy includes 15 specific strategies in four
broad categories, including disabling the tool, modifying the
block list, contacting the developer, and switching browsers.

To understand subjective reactions to breakage, we sur-
veyed 46 users of dedicated blocking tools and 49 users of
web browsers with built-in blocking functionality. While prior
work [41] reported that “extensions only rarely break web-
sites,” we found the (not necessarily contradictory) result
that nearly all participants had experienced multiple types of
breakage from our taxonomy. Participants reported using an
array of strategies to mitigate breakage, though many of those
strategies were ineffective. Notably, few participants reported
using tools’ built-in mechanisms for notifying tool developers
about breakage. We also asked participants their likelihood
of trying to fix specific types of breakage in specific brows-
ing contexts; we find missing images to be among the least
important types of breakage to users and news websites to be
among the least important browsing contexts when experienc-
ing breakage. We conclude by discussing our contributions to
mitigating breakage for better website user experiences.

2 Background and Related Work

Ads are ubiquitous on the web [49], and associated third-party
tracking practices are widespread [16]. In 2020, Google’s
trackers were present on over 80% of the 1.96 billion pages
surveyed [31]. Websites use cookies, browser fingerprinting,
and account tracking to collect user data to target ads and
otherwise personalize features [25, 31, 52]. This tracking cre-
ates concerns around security [41] and discrimination [18,62].
Furthermore, users have expressed discomfort with these prac-
tices [14, 42, 61], finding them creepy [64] and annoying [49].

2.1 Web Tracking and Anti-Tracking Tools
In response, researchers and developers have created block-
ing tools. They are usually distributed as browser extensions,
though in recent years blocking features have increasingly
been incorporated into browsers [5, 37] like Firefox [44] and
Brave [10]. Many blocking tools, such as uBlock Origin [32],
Ghostery [30], and AdBlock [2], rely on frequently updated
lists [26, 60] of known third-party tracking domains [58].
Other tools, such as Privacy Badger [23], rely in part on algo-
rithmic methods to detect tracking and block resources.

While prior work found that blocking tools do not worsen
page-loading times and actually may improve them [9, 11,
12, 33], there are opportunities for improving blocking tools’
usability and performance. While blocking tools can be ef-
fective at protecting users from common tracking techniques,
they have many blind spots, such as CNAME cloaking [17],
stateless fingerprinting [43], and more [8, 16, 27, 29, 39]. In



response, recent work has developed improved techniques for
detecting potential tracking activities [4, 33, 35, 36, 55].

Other work has documented blocking tools’ usability chal-
lenges. For instance, users frequently misunderstand the pur-
pose and mechanism of popular blocking tools, often overes-
timating their protections [38, 61]. Confusing user interfaces
might cause some of these misconceptions [1, 53, 68].

2.2 Breakage Caused by Blocking Tools

While most prior work has sought either to improve blocking
tools’ technical capabilities or to understand users’ broad per-
ceptions of those tools, recent work has increasingly consid-
ered how the user experience might be degraded by blocking
tools breaking websites. Fifteen years ago, Krishnamurthy et
al. [39] noted that privacy and website usability can often be
at odds with each other; work from the past year by Jueck-
stock et al. measured these tensions on the modern web [37].
One reason breakage occurs is that website developers will
often include code for tracking users and providing essential
website functionality in the same scripts and files, either in-
advertently or intentionally [4]. When a typical blocking tool
encounters a script used in part for tracking, it will block it.
Doing so protects the user’s privacy, yet can also degrade or
destroy the website’s functionality.

Recent efforts have sought to develop new techniques for
detecting and minimizing breakage. For example, Smith et
al. developed methods that automatically replace tracking
scripts with nearly identical code units that are unable to ac-
cess the user data necessary to perform tracking [56]. The
same group subsequently developed a tool for automatically
detecting breakage due to filter list changes, with the goal of
better understanding how breakage occurs and how it can be
fixed [57]. Other researchers have studied the intricacies of
JavaScript to prevent some types of breakage [13,45], employ-
ing graph-based methods to model how web resources load.
These efforts have enabled researchers to better understand
blocking and breakage [35, 55], as well as how to disentan-
gle functional resources from tracking-focused resources [4].
Researchers have also studied how blocking tools’ (mostly
manually curated) filter lists evolve both to increase tracking
protection and to minimize breakage [51, 58].

While this recent work focuses on breakage, few studies
have explored how users behave when confronted with break-
age, or even what different types of degradations and fail-
ures are encompassed by the concept of breakage. Mathur et
al. [41] most closely studied breakage from the user perspec-
tive by evaluating why users have—or have not—adopted
blocking tools and how they perceive online tracking. The
authors ask a few survey questions about how respondents
encounter breakage, what types of breakage they encounter
most frequently, and what they do in response. They report
that breakage is fairly uncommon, though their survey relies
on participants’ own definitions and recollections of breakage.

Prior studies seem to assume that users react to different
forms of breakage (e.g., pages not loading and text being mis-
formatted) in the same way, and that user behaviors remain
the same across website contexts. In contrast, we compre-
hensively unpack the nuances of how blocking tools break
websites and how users respond in different contexts through
large-scale analyses of reviews and issue reports, as well as a
survey building on those analyses. Specifically, we present a
novel taxonomy of breakage and describe how users respond
to different forms of breakage on different websites, as well
as which strategies they use to address breakage.

3 Tool Reviews & Issue Reports: Methods

To understand the many ways in which breakage manifests,
we first analyzed user reviews and issue reports for ten popular
blocking tools distributed as browser extensions: AdBlock [2],
AdBlock Plus [3], Decentraleyes [50], Disconnect [19], Duck-
DuckGo Privacy Essentials [21], Ghostery [30], HTTPS
Everywhere [22], NoScript [40], Privacy Badger [23], and
uBlock Origin [32]. We selected these extensions because:
they are popular, often having hundreds of thousands of users;
they are available across browsers; they cover a variety of
blocking methods and filter lists; or they are commonly stud-
ied in privacy research [9, 12, 41]. They also differ from each
other in their technical approach to blocking, which could
cause different issues to manifest. Abstractly, our methods
were inspired by those of Huaman et al. [34], who also looked
at reviews and issue reports to map problems users faced.
While they looked at issues with websites that prevented pass-
word manager extensions from working, we looked at the
reverse: extensions preventing websites from functioning.

3.1 Data Sources and Collection Procedures
Broadly, users can publicly report breakage by leaving a re-
view that mentions breakage on an extension marketplace
(e.g., the Chrome Web Store) or by raising an issue on a pub-
lic issue tracker (e.g., on an extension’s GitHub repository).
We chose to draw from these sources because they are eas-
ily scrapeable through automated means, most extensions we
studied are on these platforms, the review format was stan-
dardized, and the purpose of these platforms was for user
feedback. Additionally, since the blocking tools we analyzed
must be downloaded from extension marketplaces, we antici-
pated we would find reports from a greater variety of users
compared to examining issue trackers exclusively.

Specifically, we collected data from three extension mar-
ketplaces (the Chrome Web Store, Firefox Browser Add-Ons,
and Mac App Store) and one issue tracker (GitHub). While we
considered other data sources [51], we chose not to use private
issue trackers because the data is non-public (see Section 7),
and we chose not to use proprietary forums or social media
because the data is not in a standardized format and typically



Table 1: The number of reviews, support requests, and issue reports we ultimately analyzed.

AdBlock
AdBlock

Plus Decentraleyes Disconnect

DuckDuckGo
Privacy

Essentials Ghostery
HTTPS

Everywhere NoScript
Privacy
Badger

uBlock
Origin

Chrome Web Threads 4,994 3,557 4 214 130 377 240 21 151 627
Store Reviews (Posts) (6,569) (4,163) (4) (240) (196) (543) (321) (28) (221) (891)

Chrome Web Store Threads - - 18 - 404 431 - - - 2,462
Support Requests (Posts) (-) (-) (30) (-) (534) (666) (-) (-) (-) (3,774)

Firefox Browser Threads 161 434 7 55 91 210 48 150 4 237
Add-Ons (Posts) (282) (548) (7) (72) (95) (348) (51) (158) (5) (246)

Mac App Store Threads & Posts 338 225 - 112 23 67 - - - -

GitHub Threads - - 174 582 174 116 739 193 739 739
Issues (Posts) (-) (-) (901) (1474) (574) (572) (2,683) (636) (3,546) (3,280)

represents more general discussions. We collected reviews
and responses from the launch of each extension through Jan-
uary 1, 2022. Except for the Mac App Store, we collected data
using custom Selenium [59] crawlers from a vantage point in
the US. Below, we describe the data from each source:

Chrome Web Store: We collected reviews and support
posts from the Chrome Web Store. Each review contained the
original review and any additional comments. We collected
the reviewer’s username, their user rating (from 1 to 5), the
review text, and the date of the post. Some extensions included
a section separate from the reviews where users could submit
problems, questions, or suggestions. For each post in this
section, we collected the original text and any responses, the
username of the reviewer, and the date the post was made.

Mac App Store: We collected reviews from the Mac App
Store using the App Store Scraper Python library [15]. Re-
views included the rating (from 1 to 5), username of the re-
viewer, the date the review was posted, and if it had been
edited. Unlike our other sources, the Mac App Store tags
reviews by country. We collected only reviews from the USA.

Firefox Browser Add-Ons: We collected reviews from
the Firefox Browser Add-Ons website. For each review, we
collected the reviewer’s username, their user rating (from 1 to
5), the review text, and the date it was posted. We excluded
any reviews that contained only a star rating without any text.

GitHub: We collected information about all open and
closed issues for the eight (out of ten) blocking tools with
public GitHub repository issue trackers. Some extensions had
multiple repositories; all issues from each repository were
collected. For every issue, we collected the title, the issue
number, any tags (e.g., “broken site”), and the date the issue
was closed (if applicable). We collected the date of the post,
the username who posted the comment, and the post contents.

3.2 Filtering
To focus on the reviews most likely to discuss breakage, we
filtered reviews as follows. Using the spacy-langdetect
Python package [6], we removed reviews that were not in
English. During qualitative coding, we flagged and excluded
additional non-English reviews missed by this automated fil-

tering. Because we anticipated that negative reviews were
most likely to mention breakage, we kept only reviews that
received three or fewer stars out of five.

GitHub issues often include repository-specific tags. Any
issues that contained breakage-related tags (e.g., “broken site”
from Privacy Badger or “Type: Broken Page” from Ghostery),
tags that did not preclude the issue being about breakage
(e. g. , “good first issue” from uBlock Origin), or no tags at
all were included in our analysis. However, any issues that
only included tags unrelated to breakage (e.g., “code-style”
for HTTPS Everywhere) were excluded. Finally, since there
were many more issues tracked for HTTPS Everywhere and
uBlock Origin than for the other extensions, we randomly
selected 739 of these posts (the number from the next largest
issue tracker, Privacy Badger’s) to analyze. Table 1 quantifies
the reviews and issues included in our analysis after filtering.

3.3 Qualitative Coding
To systematically characterize the different user experience
degradations entangled in the concept of breakage, we per-
formed qualitative coding following a thematic analysis ap-
proach. Five members of the research team developed a code-
book shared across all files via inductive coding. Specifically,
each coder initially analyzed posts for a given file (e.g., all Pri-
vacy Badger reviews from the Chrome Web Store). In weekly
meetings, any new codes created were discussed as a group.
After a file was coded by two members of the research team,
they cross-checked the assigned codes. When the codes did
not match, the coders discussed the mismatch and came to an
agreement on final codes for the response. For robustness, we
aimed to assign distinct pairs of coders for each data source.
In balancing the overall number of reviews each coder was as-
signed, we tried to make sure that all combinations of the five
coders worked together. The full team discussed posts coded
as “miscellaneous” to see if new codes should be created.

3.4 Tool Reviews & Issue Reports Limitations
We did not analyze all possible reviews from the ten tools,
but only those rated three stars or fewer out of five. While



this may have excluded breakage reported by more forgiving
users, we prioritized exploring the more negative experiences
related to breakage. We further excluded all non-English posts
(a negligible amount) due to our team’s language capabilities.

Posting reviews and creating GitHub issues is far from the
only way users report issues with blocking tools. Some of
these tools have built-in reporting features, email addresses
specifically for reporting breakage, and social media accounts,
all of which users may employ to report breakage. Our data
only comes from users who use public avenues for commu-
nicating their experiences, excluding users with other com-
munication preferences. In Section 6.4 we discuss the large
gap in the percentage of users that have experienced breakage
and that have reported it in any way. Notably, users who use
GitHub issue trackers may be non-representative as familiarity
with GitHub may indicate technical expertise. Furthermore,
users may be biased towards reporting types of breakage that
they find to be more detrimental to their browsing experience.
Finally, the root causes and manifestations of breakage may
have been reported inaccurately as they rely on the judgment
of the review author, who may not have the technical expertise
to accurately diagnose breakage.

4 Tool Reviews & Issue Reports: Results

In this section, we present the forms of breakage we identified
in the reviews and issue reports, briefly describe each, then dis-
cuss the strategies users have applied to address these forms
of breakage. We report on the frequency of specific forms of
breakage and mitigation strategies in terms of threads (i.e., an
original post with an optional list of comments), rather than
posts and comments, since a single user would often mention
a single instance of breakage in multiple posts within a thread.
We also calculate the percentage of threads for each form of
breakage and mitigation with respect to all threads that men-
tion breakage or mitigation strategies, excluding threads that
do not mention breakage. For example, issues with loading
and responsiveness were mentioned at least once in 27.25% of
all threads that mention breakage. Figures 7–8 in the appendix
give examples of what constitutes a thread and a post.

4.1 Taxonomy of Breakage
We identify seven major classes of breakage and provide a
breakdown of how these manifest to users in Table 2. The
most prevalent forms of breakage concerned loading and re-
sponsiveness of websites and issues with loading third party
resources and content (e.g., images and videos), accounting
for around 27% and 24% of breakage threads, respectively.
Interactions between blocking tools and websites or other ex-
tensions trailed behind, accounting for about 16% of breakage
threads. More uncommon forms of breakage included issues
with specific HTML elements malfunctioning or missing on
screen (9%), failed attempts at authenticating and maintaining

Table 2: Our taxonomy of breakage. For each category C we
report: the percentage of threads that mention C across all
that mention any form of breakage; the number of threads
mentioning C; and the number of unique users mentioning C.

% of
Breakage # of # of

Breakage category Breakage subcategory Threads Threads Users

Loading and
responsiveness

Page fails to load 14.38 820 926
Slow page load 9.63 549 569
Unresponsive 2.37 135 145
Page lag 1.93 110 114
Automatic page reload 1.21 69 74
Pop up does not appear 0.19 11 11
Server failure 0.04 2 2
Total 27.25 1554 1699

Resources and
third party
content

Video 10.03 572 657
Images 6.89 393 414
Formatting and style 4.37 249 270
Embedded content 2.09 119 131
Comment section and chat 1.77 101 104
Sound 0.65 37 38
Total 23.50 1340 1475

Extension
detection
and interaction

Extension detection 7.21 411 434
Blocked access 4.23 244 259
Extension interference 4.23 241 276
Plugin 0.67 38 38
Total 16.22 925 1002

HTML Elements

Link 3.16 180 212
Button 2.42 138 145
Upload 1.14 65 79
Download 0.95 54 59
Text field 0.75 43 43
Form 0.63 36 43
Menu 0.42 24 25
Total 9.00 513 584

Browser level

Browser crash 2.31 132 138
Webpage crash 0.96 55 57
Functionality 0.82 47 48
Scroll 0.61 35 35
Full screen 0.54 31 40
Vague crash 0.28 16 16
Element position change 0.04 2 2
Total 5.54 316 334

Authentication
and sessions

Login 3.63 207 227
CAPTCHA 0.84 48 70
No session persistence 0.40 23 24
Total 4.72 269 312

Vague

Generic 14.92 851 897
Missing content 5.66 323 347
Special cases 3.65 208 232
Broken interaction 2.60 148 159
Total 25.40 1454 1563

user sessions (5%), and issues manifesting on browsers (6%),
such as the browser crashing. Many users, especially when
leaving reviews rather than creating bug reports, were not
precise about what issues they were experiencing, accounting
for 25% of threads that mentioned breakage.

Loading and responsiveness: Several users mentioned
trouble accessing websites with blocking tools installed.
Some users experienced slow page loads, but were eventually
able to open the page after waiting. A uBlock Origin user on
Firefox waited “3-5 minutes for any page to open,” while
an AdBlock user on Safari would “rather sit through the ads”
than experience “buffering every two seconds.”

Other users experienced page lags after the website fin-
ished loading. A Ghostery user on Safari noted that before dis-



abling the application, “search engines and web forms started
to lag big time.” Lagging often occurred in conjunction with
unresponsive websites, where either “nothing happens” after
interacting with the websites by clicking buttons, for example,
or a “wait symbol” appears and “hangs forever,” as a Pri-
vacy Badger reported on a GitHub issue. Some uBlock Origin
and HTTPS Everywhere users experienced a less common
phenomenon of automatic page reloads, where pages would

“reload over and over” or “auto-refresh. . . every second.”
Other users were simply unable to load the page. Several

DuckDuckGo Privacy Essentials users on Firefox could not
access their bank’s website without “completely disabling
the add-on.” This issue not only manifested when trying to
access a website by entering its URL, but also with popups. A
few users were unable to access specific webpages and were
prompted with messages attributing the connection failure to
server issues. One AdBlock user, for example, encountered
a blank page with a “Waiting for AdBlock extension” status
connection message in Chrome. In two cases, users were
shown explicit network or server error messages instead of
being able to access a domain.

Resources and third party content: Sometimes, blocking
tools may “correctly” block third-party content that is inte-
gral to website functionality. Over 10% of breakage threads
mentioned issues with videos, making it the second most com-
mon form of breakage identified within this category. Both
native and embedded videos would sometimes be missing,
display error messages, “run slow and freeze” (Adblock Plus,
Chrome), or have sound blocked.

Some users observed “corrupted CSS” (AdBlock,
Chrome), “fonts [being] blocked” (Ghostery, Safari), “mis-
aligned, truncated” elements (Adblock Plus, Chrome), and
pages appearing as “1990’s text-only websites” with no
styling (uBlock Origin, Chrome). These and other style and
format issues accounted for about 4% of threads.

Additional embedded content, such as tweets, Instagram
posts, or images (almost 10% altogether), did not appear on
pages. Finally, users reported that comment sections some-
times did not appear, that they were unable to log into third-
party commenting services, or that comments they submitted
would not be published (2%).

Extension detection and interaction: About 4% of the
breakage threads expressed concern that websites were able
to block access from their website to users of blocking tools.
For example, a Chrome AdBlock user noted:

85% of sites are now aware of adblock extensions
so they either lock you out of content, play black
screen ads, or just ignore your adblock entirely.

Users often reported experiences like this when interacting
with news sites and streaming services.

Blocking tools also interfered with extensions (4%) and
plugins (less than 1%). They found that videos (Disconnect,

GitHub) and games (AdBlock, Chrome) that relied on plu-
gins (e.g., Flash and Unity) often crashed or did not work.
Users who had multiple blocking tools installed noted that the
way extensions interact with each other sometimes caused
at least one to stop working. For example, Chrome users with
DuckDuckGo Privacy Essentials and Ghostery installed found
that the former did not work unless the latter was uninstalled.

HTML elements: Around 9% of threads that discussed
breakage mentioned malfunctioning or missing HTML el-
ements. Developers and business owners were among the
authors of posts in threads expressing concerns with broken
third-party forms (less than 1%). Other users experienced
issues with text fields (less than 1%), in which they “can’t
type anything’ or websites’ search features do not function.

The usability of certain websites was impaired due to block-
ing tools. In total, 3% of breakage threads mentioned faulty
links, where clicking on a link had no apparent affect in the
browser. Less than 1% of breakage threads noted menus were

“blank” (Adblock, Chrome), “drop down menus” on websites
were disabled (AdBlock Plus, Chrome), or “navigation drop-
down menu[s] [were] simply gone” (uBlock Origin, Chrome).

Blocking tools also prevented buttons from working prop-
erly (2%). Buttons differ from links in that they more often ex-
ecute JavaScript rather than simply navigating to a new page.
Breakage in buttons sometimes overlapped with breakage in
forms, resulting in failed authentication after “clicking on
sign in” (HTTPS Everywhere, GitHub) or simply preventing
users from submitting forms when buttons were unexpectedly
disabled. Once again, breakage can have a concrete financial
impact for users, such as a Safari Adblock user who became

“frustrated trying to download tax forms from a major financial
investment web site.” About 1% of threads mentioned issues
with uploading images and videos to Facebook (Disconnect,
Chrome) and YouTube (Ghostery, Chrome).

Browser level: Around 6% of breakage threads reported
issues that seemed to the user to manifest at the browser level,
as opposed to the website level. Many AdBlock users on
Chrome (in about 2% of threads) expressed frustration with
the tool, noting “Chrome crashes every time I enable [the
extension].” Users experienced website crashes (1%) in ad-
dition to browser crashes. A uBlock Origin user on Chrome,
for example, noted that their page crashes “every time if [they]
upload a video to [social media] and trim it before posting.”
In 16 threads, reviewers were less specific about whether their
browser, webpage, extension, or even computer was crashing.

These issues were with scrolling (less than 1%), such
as a DuckDuckGo Privacy Essentials user on Firefox who

“spent 15 minutes trying to find some support” to understand
why a website did “not scroll with [the extension] installed.”
Chrome Ghostery users who experienced issues with links
and popups often found that videos “on full screen [wouldn’t]
work.” Some users experienced additional functionality is-
sues with browsers (less than 1%), particularly Chrome Ad-



Block Plus users whose back buttons and browsing history
had “10-20” incorrect records of visits to the same URL.

Authentication and sessions: Many Privacy Badger users
were affected by login issues (around 4%) where the blocking
tool blocked Google or Facebook single-sign-on services,
effectively blocking access to any websites using this form of
authentication. Users were often directed to a “blank screen”
after submitting their credentials or were unable to open the

“login popup” to input their credentials. A Ghostery user on
Chrome complained, “I don’t want to Disable Ghostery, but
[I] must be able to do my banking.” One Privacy Badger user
on Chrome reflected on the costs and benefits of blocking
tools when faced with CAPTCHA issues:

. . . be prepared to spend 5-10 minutes a day play-
ing the “ReCaptcha” clicking on the picture games
for literally every site. . . Well that’s 30-60 HOURS
of [the] YEAR you are wasting with ReCaptcha be-
cause your user experience is indeed kinda broken.
Some may say paying 30-60 hours of your LIFE
away each year is a small price to pay for added
privacy, but I think you are getting by just fine. . .

While CAPTCHAs accounted for less than 1% of threads, the
sentiment above was pervasive when dealing with most other
forms of breakage.

Finally, a few users struggled with session persistence,
which was mentioned in 23 threads. At least 10 uBlock Ori-
gin users on Chrome found that YouTube was not saving

“playback position[s] in videos.” In a Privacy Badger GitHub
issue, one user reported authentication troubles on Google,
noting “it won’t let you stay logged in.”

Vague: Around one fifth of threads had references to vague
and imprecise forms of breakage. Some users were generic
when describing breakage (15%), using language like “this
ad blocker breaks a lot of websites” (AdBlock Plus, Safari).
Others narrowed their problem to missing content (6%) but
did not define this content, such as writing, “It sometimes even
causes most elements on the page to not show up” (Ghostery,
Chrome). Other reviews were similarly vague about a broken
interaction (3%). For example, one Privacy Badger user on
Chrome reported they were “unable to open Google Contacts
from my Gmail account.” Finally, a few special case inci-
dents did not fit in any other categories (4%), such as reviews
mentioning “screen tearing” (AdBlock Plus, Chrome) and

“rendering artifacts” (AdBlock Plus, Chrome).

4.2 Taxonomy of Mitigation Strategies
We identified three high-level categories of actions users at-
tempt to take when they encounter breakage. Table 3 details
each of these high-level categories. By far, the most popu-
lar mitigation strategies involved limiting the functionality
of the blocking tool in some way. Over 90% of threads that
mentioned breakage included some mention of disabling the

Table 3: Our taxonomy of strategies for fixing breakage. As
in Table 2, for each category C we report: the percentage
of threads that mention C across all that mention any form
of breakage; the number of threads mentioning C; and the
number of unique users mentioning C.

% of
Breakage # of # of

Mitigation Mitigation subcategory Threads Threads Users

Limiting
functionality

Disable entirely 45.26 1202 1271
Uninstall 32.53 864 962
Modify block list 27.41 728 857
Disable for page 6.59 175 184
Reinstall 3.69 98 102
Total 90.21 2396 2834

Browser level

Test alternate browser 5.23 139 143
Restart browser 2.60 69 75
Clear data 1.62 43 46
Check developer console 0.98 26 28
Reinstall browser 0.41 11 12
Total 9.98 265 281

Page level

Reload page 3.01 80 82
Test alternate website 1.13 30 30
Abandon website 0.30 8 8
Contact broken website 0.23 6 6
Total 4.63 123 125

Vague - 11.03 293 327

extension to some extent. Less common were strategies that
involved taking some browser action (mentioned in just under
10% of threads), such as restarting the browser or clearing
browser data, and performing page level actions (just under
5% of threads), such as reloading the page.

Limiting functionality: Some strategies users deployed
limited the protections of the blocking tools, such as to block
fewer trackers or ads. The least extreme case was modifying
the block list of a given extension, reducing the number of do-
mains or resources being blocked in hopes of fixing breakage.
Figure 3 shows that this strategy is most often employed when
the breakage is related to broken videos or when the page fails
to load. This strategy reduces privacy less than many other ap-
proaches and was frequently mentioned (around 27%). More
bluntly, disabling the tool for the page is often a blocking
tool feature; users mentioned this strategy less (around 7%).

Other strategies were less privacy-preserving and often
involved features external to a blocking tool. One strategy
was disabling the tool entirely, usually via browser settings.
This was by far the most popular mitigation strategy to fix
breakage (45%). In addition to disabling a blocking tool, users
can choose to reinstall the tool as a troubleshooting step or,
in the most extreme case, uninstall the extension entirely.

Browser-level interventions: Browser-level interventions
used settings within browsers to diagnose or fix breakage.
Most popular was testing if the breakage occurred in another
browser (5%). Many users, especially those who authored
GitHub issues, mentioned using this strategy before posting
about their issue, although developers also asked if users were
experiencing breakage in other browsers or themselves at-
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Figure 3: How often the most common mitigation strategies
were used for the most common forms of breakage.

tempted to reproduce breakage across browsers. Another
strategy mentioned primarily on GitHub was checking the de-
veloper console of a browser, either prompted by developers
triaging issues or proactively included by the user. Developers
from extensions like Privacy Badger that rely on user actions
to detect trackers often advised users to clear their browser
or extension data, including recreating user profiles. Simi-
lar strategies included restarting or reinstalling browsers in
hopes of clearing even more data or refreshing states.

Page level interventions: Users infrequently mentioned
reloading pages (3%) or visiting other sites (1%) to narrow
down the source of the breakage. Less than 1% of threads
mentioned contacting the websites that broke to seek help.
Users and developers sometimes mentioned reaching out to
broken websites when developers decided they would not fix
the issue behind the breakage because websites seemed to
be “violating privacy” (Privacy Badger, GitHub). Some users
mentioned abandoning the website as a last resort, either
temporarily or permanently.

Vague: We classified reviews that alluded to troubleshoot-
ing, diagnosis, or mitigation, yet were not specific, as vague.
Some of these reviews were from employees of blocking tools
linking to external resources, such as writing, “If a website
requires you to disable your ad blocker, we have some sugges-
tions! Please see . . . ” (AdBlock, Chrome). Others included

instructions for the developers of sites affected by breakage
and thus were not relevant for users who encounter breakage.

4.3 The Ecosystem of Breakage Diagnosis
While Figure 3 indicates that many users resorted to disabling
or uninstalling blocking tools that cause breakage, it also
shows that many users were not willing to give up on the tools.
Additionally, the temporal aspect of troubleshooting break-
age is not reflected in our mitigation strategies; a user who
disables an extension momentarily may or may not enable it
again. In fact, many users were explicit in saying they were
only “disabling for a while until this can be fixed” (AdBlock,
Chrome). A Chrome user of HTTPS Everywhere reflected:

love it, but uninstalled, it causes too many issues,
spend half a day figuring out why [site] wasn’t
working in chrome (try it yourself), turned out to
be this extension!.. disabled until bugfixed

In contrast, another reviewer of HTTPS Everywhere wrote:

The costs outweighed the benefits and I have dis-
abled this extension. I ran it for a few weeks and
it culminated in chrome becoming exceptionally
resource hungry and slow.

Tolerance depended on the type of breakage, but also on
the context. Users who uninstalled or disabled a blocking tool
sometimes indicated the website they were using when break-
age became unacceptable. A Chrome user said Disconnect

“messed up access to my online banking site - BIG NO NO
- begone evil extension.” A uBlock Origin user on Chrome
wrestled with a similar issue:

It is by far the best chrome extension I’ve used
for comprehensively blocking all ads (even popups,
chat box nonsense, etc). But it’s also the most likely
extension I’ve used (of any extension type) to create
problems with functionality. It doesn’t play well
with many e-commerce sites, banking sites, etc.

Users leveraged different strategies for different forms of
breakage. For example, Figure 3 shows that modifying the
block list was second only to uninstalling the extension for
fixing vague missing content. In GitHub threads, long dis-
cussions about attempts at diagnosing or fixing breakage were
frequent. For example, one thread in Privacy Badger’s GitHub
issue tracker started with a user reporting an issue logging
into their banking site, followed by a developer requesting
any domains that were blocked by the tool. The developer
iteratively asked the user to attempt blocking or unblock-
ing specific domains; the user responded with the outcome
of each attempt. It was common for more than two users to
participate in threads discussing potential solutions.

GitHub was a particularly fruitful forum for discussing
breakage. In fact, a handful of users who were seemingly
unaffiliated with blocking tools participated in several threads.
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Figure 4: Proportion of threads mentioning breakage.

Developers from organizations external to the blocking tools
we studied also contributed to GitHub issue trackers. Col-
laborations between tool developers, website owners whose
sites broke, and users who experienced breakage were often
successful at finding solutions.

5 Survey: Methods

To move beyond just what the users reported in the moment
they wrote their review or issue report, as well as to reach
users who are not inclined to post extension reviews or bug
reports, we also conducted an online survey. In this survey
we were able to ask users about all types of breakage they
have experienced as well as well as gain a more subjective
perspective on how users react to specific types of breakage
in different contexts. We released two versions of the survey,
one for users of blocking tools distributed as browser exten-
sions and another for users of browsers with built-in privacy
features. Both surveys followed the same basic structure, but
the text of the questions and multiple choice options offered
were tailored to the respective variant.

5.1 Recruitment
We recruited 100 participants (50 per survey variant) through
the Prolific platform [48], though 5 participants failed an
attention check and were subsequently excluded. We required
participants be 18+ years old, from the United States, and have
completed 20+ prior surveys on Prolific with a 95%+ approval
rate. For the extension variant, we required that participants
had ever installed and used one of the ten browser extensions
included in our review analysis (Sections 3–4), even if they
had subsequently uninstalled the extension. For the browser
variant, we required that the participants used the Brave,
Edge, Firefox, Opera, Safari, or Vivaldi browser at least once

a week on a laptop or desktop computer. We excluded Chrome
because it includes fewer blocking features. We compensated
participants $6 USD via Prolific for completing the survey,
which typically took about 20 minutes.

5.2 Survey Structure
The survey began by asking which browsers and which
browser extensions the participant had ever used. Similar
to prior work [61], we included fake options as an attention
check. We then asked participants why they installed and,
when applicable, uninstalled the extensions or browsers.

Next, we explained key types of breakage included in our
taxonomy (Section 4) and asked what the participants would
do if they experienced that breakage on common categories
of websites (e.g., social media, news). Asking about the 38
distinct types of breakage in our taxonomy was infeasible, so
we selected seven common, yet distinct, types of breakage
to include in the survey: the page not loading; not being
able to log into a website; a page loading slowly; an issue
with fonts/style/layout/spacing; an image missing; a video
not playing; and a message asking the user to disable their
ad blocker (only in the browser-extension variant). The full
descriptions of each type of breakage that were shown to the
participants are given in Table 4. We also asked how much
effort the participant would expend to try to fix each type of
breakage, as well as the likelihood of them abandoning the
website or extension if they could not fix it.

We then asked about the participant’s past experiences of
breakage. We first asked what types of breakage they remem-
bered experiencing that they attributed to browser extensions
or their browser (depending on the survey variant) from a list
of the types of breakage in our taxonomy. We offered optional
free-response boxes for describing experiences not covered
by the options from the taxonomy. We also asked about their
certainty that the breakage they experienced was caused by
their extensions or browser. If the participant reported expe-
riencing any type of breakage, we showed them the list of
remediation techniques from our taxonomy and asked which
actions they remembered taking, how successful those actions
were, which ones they would take in similar situations, and
whether they kept using extensions or browsers they believed
caused breakage. We again provided free-responses boxes
for strategies not covered by the taxonomy. If the participant
reported that they had not experienced breakage, we asked
similar questions posed as hypotheticals. The survey ended
with a question about features participants wished existed for
resolving breakage, as well as basic demographic questions.

5.3 Analysis and Metrics
We collected both quantitative and qualitative data. As with
our analysis of reviews and issues, we conducted thematic
analysis of participants’ answers to free-response questions in



Table 4: Descriptions given of the seven types of breakage.

Type of Breakage Survey Description

Page Fails to Load In this scenario you attempt to access a website. When the website is functioning correctly, the page loads. When the website is
functioning incorrectly, you only see a blank page.

Broken Login In this scenario, you open a website. When the website is functioning correctly, you are able to log in to your account. When the
website is functioning incorrectly, you are unable to log into your account.

Slow Page Load In this scenario, you attempt to access a website. When the website is functioning correctly, the page loads almost instantly. When
the website is functioning incorrectly, you experience a much slower load time, but eventually see the page you expect.

Formatting & Style In this scenario, you open a website. When the website is functioning correctly, the page looks normal. When the website is
functioning incorrectly, you see issues with fonts, style, layout, and spacing of elements.

Missing Images In this scenario, you open a website. When the website is functioning correctly, you see an image on the page, but when it is
functioning incorrectly, the image is missing.

Broken Video In this scenario, you open a website. When the website is functioning correctly, you are able to play a video on the page. When the
website is functioning incorrectly, the video does not play even after you click the play button.

Extension Detected In this scenario, you attempt to access a website. When the website is functioning correctly, you can interact with and view the
entire page. When the website is functioning incorrectly, a popup appears that tells you to disable your adblocker to use the website.

the survey. One member of the research team iteratively devel-
oped a codebook for each free-response question while coding
all responses. A second member of the research team coded
the same responses using the codebook created by the primary
coder. At that point, we calculated inter-rater reliability. If
the agreement was high (Cohen’s κ > 0.7), we considered the
codebook verified and used the primary coder’s codes. Other-
wise, the two coders met to discuss the codebook, repeating
the process until high agreement was reached. We do not
report the exact number of participants that mentioned a par-
ticular code for a given question, so reaching exact agreement
between reviewers was not necessary.

5.4 Survey Limitations

The conclusions we draw from analyzing the survey data are
limited by the accuracy of our participants’ memory and rec-
ollections. While Tang et al. have shown that Prolific provides
representative results for questions about user perceptions
and experiences, this is not the case for questions about secu-
rity and privacy knowledge [63]. Additionally, we mentioned
in our Prolific task title and description that the study is re-
lated to blocking tools, which may bias our sample towards
privacy-aware users. Finally, since we did not conduct an ini-
tial analysis of breakage-related reviews of web browsers as
we did for extensions, survey questions that rely on the taxon-
omy we developed are skewed toward people’s experiences
with breakage due to extensions, not browsers. We do not aim
to make any generalizable numerical claims with our survey
data. Rather, our main goal with the survey was to explore
participants’ subjective experiences with breakage, mitiga-
tion, and reporting. The sample size of our survey prevents us
from identifying any differences in experiences, behaviors, or
opinions from subsets of the survey participants.

Similarly to the authors of the reviews, survey participants
may have misattributed the breakage they remembered expe-
riencing to the extension. We attempted to control for this by

including examples and scenarios. While some participants’
definitions of specific types of breakage might not be aligned
with ours, we preferred that individuals be generous with what
they consider breakage to minimize the risk of not describing
a previously unreported type of breakage.

6 Survey: Results

In this section, we present the results of our survey. We
removed the five responses that selected any of the fake
browsers or extensions we included as an attention check.
This left us with 46 participants in the extension variant of
the survey and 49 in the browser variant.

Our sample skewed young and educated, as is typical of
Prolific studies. Approximately 60% of our participants iden-
tified as male, whereas typical Prolific samples skew slightly
female. One-third of our participants reported having a back-
ground in a technical field, which is perhaps an artifact of
our recruitment criteria (e.g., having installed an extension).
Table 8 in the appendix details participants’ demographics.

AdBlock, AdBlock Plus, and uBlock Origin were the exten-
sions participants most commonly used. The median number
of the ten browser extension-based blocking tools participants
reported having used was 2 (mean 2.3). Among participants,
57% reported having uninstalled a blocking extension, most
commonly AdBlock or AdBlock Plus. A full breakdown of
the extensions and browsers that participants used can be
found in Figure 9 in Appendix A.

When asked why they uninstalled them, participants men-
tioned considering them unnecessary, switching to a differ-
ent extension, privacy concerns, performance (e.g., failing to
block ads), and that they caused websites to break. Note that
at this point, the survey had not yet mentioned breakage.

Chrome was the most commonly used browser. While we
required that participants used Brave, Edge, Firefox, Opera,
Safari, or Vivaldi at least once a week, we did not exclude
individuals who also used Chrome. The median number of



browsers participants used at least weekly was 2 (mean 2.5).
Only 11% of participants had ever stopped using or unin-
stalled one of their browsers. Despite not requiring it, 82% of
the participants in the browser study also used at least one of
the ten extensions we analyzed.

6.1 Breakage Types and Contexts

The surveys asked participants what they would do in re-
sponse to encountering specific types of breakage on different
types of websites. Figure 5a shows responses for the exten-
sion variant of the survey. For example, 83% of participants
said they would attempt to fix their primary streaming service
if it did not load, followed closely by encountering a broken
login on their primary banking website (80%). On the other
hand, only 22% of participants said they would attempt to re-
store a missing image or attempt to fix a slow loading time on
their primary news site. In fact, across every type of breakage,
news websites had the lowest fraction of participants stating
that they would try to fix the breakage.

In terms of breakage type, missing images consistently had
the smallest fraction of participants reporting that they would
try to fix the breakage. Conversely, participants reported being
far more likely to try to fix pages not loading, broken logins,
and the extension being detected (e.g., a popup banner from a
website imploring the user to disable their ad blocker).

Figure 5b shows parallel information for the browser ver-
sion of the survey. Interestingly, we observed less variation
in participants’ intent to fix breakage than in the extension
variant. We also observed some fluctuation in participant pri-
orities between surveys. A participant’s primary news site
loading slowly was again the least likely for participants to
attempt to fix (18%). However, pages loading slowly was the
issue that the fewest participants would try to fix across most
types of websites, a key difference from the extension variant.

We observed that participants in the extension variant who
would attempt to fix breakage in at least one category of web-
site were generally unlikely to permanently abandon a web-
site, regardless of whether they were able to fix the breakage
(Figure 10a in Appendix A). The notable deviation was that
participants were more likely to do so if the website detected
that a blocking extension was installed and asked them to dis-
able it. We observed no parallel patterns in responses for the
browser variant of the survey, though overall a higher percent-
age of people stated they were likely to abandon the website if
their mitigation attempts failed (Figure 10b in Appendix A).

Compared to Figure 10a, Figure 11 in Appendix A shows
that the same group of participants—those unable to fix the
breakage they encountered—were more likely to report they
would stop using the extension they believed was causing the
breakage. In fact, around 50% of survey participants said they
were either extremely likely or likely to abandon the extension
they believed was causing the breakage if they could not find
a way to fix it. This finding emphasizes the importance of

Table 5: Breakage types participants recalled experiencing.

Type of Breakage Extension Browser

Missing Popup 23 (50%) 16 (33%)
Extension Detected 22 (48%) - -
Page Doesn’t Load 20 (43%) 22 (45%)
Missing Image 17 (37%) 16 (32%)
Page Loads Slowly 15 (32%) 30 (61%)
Broken Video 14 (30%) 17 (35%)
Formatting Issue 11 (24%) 19 (39%)
Missing Embedded Content 10 (22%) 13 (27%)
Unresponsive Page 9 (20%) 27 (55%)
Page Lags 9 (20%) 17 (35%)
Broken Link 8 (17%) 13 (27%)
Broken Download 8 (17%) 9 (18%)
Broken CAPTCHA 7 (15%) 19 (39%)
Broken or Missing Button 7 (15%) 6 (12%)
Broken Login 6 (13%) 12 (24%)
Browser Crashes 5 (11%) 33 (67%)
Broken Form 5 (11%) 13 (27%)
Page Does Not Save
Previous Interaction 5 (11%) 9 (18%)
Broken or Missing Menu 3 (7%) 9 (18%)
Broken Audio 3 (7%) 9 (18%)
Breaks Another Extension 3 (7%) - -
Broken or Missing
Comment Section 2 (4%) 10 (20%)
Broken Upload 2 (4%) 6 (12%)
Page Reloads by Itself 1 (2%) 12 (24%)
Broken Scroll 1 (2%) 8 (16%)
Broken Text Entry Field 1 (2%) 7 (14%)
Page Reports Issue
Connecting to the Internet 0 (0%) 13 (27%)
Broken Browser Button - - 13 (27%)

None of the above 4 (9%) 0 (0%)

tracking protection tools and filter list maintainers making
sure that users can resolve breakage they encounter.

6.2 Past Experiences of Breakage
Nearly all participants (91% in the extension survey and 100%
in the browser variant) reported that they had previously ex-
perienced breakage that they attributed to their respective
tools. These percentages appear far higher than in prior work
by Mathur et al. [41]; only 37.5% of their participants re-
ported experiencing such breakage. We asked participants
to select types of breakage they had experienced from a list
we provided based on the taxonomy we developed, rather
than as free-response questions, which could partially explain
these differences. Using a list of options allowed us to use a
standard frame of reference across participants, and it may
have prompted them to remember breakage they might have
otherwise forgotten. Participants in our study also reported
attempting to fix breakage more often than Mathur et al.’s
participants. Again, this may be due to the prescriptive fram-
ing of our question regarding troubleshooting and mitigation.
These diverging findings are an opportunity for future work to
investigate the different ways that users define, conceptualize,
and attribute breakage.
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Figure 5: The proportion of participants that stated they would attempt to fix the type of breakage for a given browsing context.
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Figure 6: Participants’ reported confidence in correctly at-
tributing breakage to their extension or browser.

As shown in Table 5, the percentages of participants who
recalled experiencing each type of breakage varied between
extensions and browsers. The complexity of browsers may
explain why the most common type of breakage that par-
ticipants remembered encountering in the browser was the
browser itself crashing (67%), compared to only 11% of par-
ticipants reporting that their browser had crashed (∆ = 56%)
in the extension version of the survey. Other key differences
between the extension and browser variant include the “unre-
sponsive page” (∆ = 35%), “page loads slowly” (∆ = 29%),
“page reports issue connecting to the internet” (∆= 27%), and
“broken CAPTCHA” (∆ = 24%) categories.

Figure 6 shows participants’ confidence in attributing
breakage they had experienced to their extension or browser.
Internet connection issues and problems with websites them-
selves were often cited as root causes of breakage that partici-
pants did not attribute to their browser or extension.

6.3 Past Mitigation Strategies
Every participant who reported experiencing breakage also
reported taking some action to try to fix it. We provided par-
ticipants with options from our taxonomy based on analyzing
extension reviews, augmented with browser-specific options.
Table 6 summarizes the fraction of participants who reported
having employed each mitigation strategy in the past. While
we again found a much higher fraction of participants report-
ing attempts to fix breakage compared to prior work [41], we
note that we took a fairly inclusive definition of actions.

Table 6: Participants’ mitigation strategies. Dashes indicate
the option was not available for that survey variant.

Mitigation Strategy Extension Browser

Reloaded Page 29 (69%) 45 (91%)
Disabled for Specific Website 29 (69%) 10 (20%)
Cleared Browser Data 17 (40%) 34 (69%)
Restarted Browser 16 (38%) 40 (82%)
Incognito Mode 14 (33%) 21 (43%)
Switched Browser 12 (29%) 33 (67%)
Updated Extension 11 (26%) - -
Restarted Computer 9 (21%) 27 (55%)
Modified Blocklist 9 (21%) - -
Disabled Extension Entirely 8 (19%) - -
Reinstalled Extension 7 (17%) - -
Uninstalled Extension 7 (17%) - -
Updated Browser 6 (14%) 28 (57%)
Asked Family/Friend/Peer 1 (2%) 5 (10%)
Changed Tracking Protection Level - - 8 (16%)
Disabled “use HTTPS by default” - - 3 (6%)

None of the above 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

In the extension survey, reloading the page and disabling
the extension for the broken site were by far the most common
actions participants reported (69% of participants reported
having taken each). Conversely, only 17% of participants said
that uninstalling an extension was a step they took to solve
breakage. Over 3.5 times as many participants said they had
disabled an extension for the entire page as opposed to modi-
fying the blocklist for the page. This result suggests that when
users encounter breakage, to fix the issue they often choose to
take an action that would expose them to all potential tracking,
rather than following a more complex process to allow just
the resources necessary to fix the breakage.

Many participants reported that they kept using their exten-
sions or browsers despite experiencing breakage. The reasons
that they gave included the relative rareness of breakage, that
they were often able to fix the issues, and that they still wanted
the functionality that the extensions provided. Many partic-
ipants in the browser variant mentioned believing that the
breakage would be fixed and the problems would go away
without the need for any intervention on their part. For exam-
ple, participant B24 stated that they kept using a browser they



thought to be responsible for breakage they were experiencing
“because I think they are temporary problems, sooner or later
they are corrected with an update.”

Comparing our analysis of extension reviews with our sur-
vey results, we observed several key differences in the actions
users reported taking. Few reviews mentioned refreshing the
page, but that was one of the most common actions reported
in the survey. This could be because users did not think it
was relevant to include this action in their reviews, especially
if it did not solve the problem, highlighting the importance
of our approach to understanding breakage through multiple
complementary lenses.

Conversely, one of the most common mitigation strategies
mentioned in reviews was uninstalling an extension, which
was not nearly as common in the survey. This difference may
speak to the context of reporting this information. Since we
looked at reviews with three or fewer stars, as well as sup-
port requests and GitHub issues, we were potentially seeing
a disproportionate number of people upset about breakage
and willing to take more drastic steps, such as completely
uninstalling the extension they believed to be at fault.

Another difference we observed was in users disabling the
extension generally, versus disabling it only for a specific
site. In the survey, three times as many participants reported
disabling the extension for a page rather than globally. In
analyzing reviews, we had to rely on sometimes ambiguous
language; many posts simply mentioned disabling the exten-
sion without specifying if it was for all pages or just one.

6.4 Reporting Breakage
One way users can address breakage is by reporting specific
instances to the developers of blocking tools so they can diag-
nose and fix those issues. Unfortunately, as shown in Table 7,
67% of participants in the extension variant and 57% in the
browser variant who recalled experiencing breakage said that
they had never taken any action to report any of the breakage
they had experienced. Furthermore, Table 7 potentially rep-
resents an overestimation of users’ reporting behavior due to
the perceived social desirability of taking such actions. Re-
gardless, only looking at reports sent to tool maintainers is
thus likely to miss a large portion of the breakage that users
experience. Among participants who recalled reporting break-
age, the most common method was through features built into
either the extension or browser. The prevalence of user reports
is generally not public. However, a recent talk reported that
Brave receives over 2,000 reports of breakage per day through
their “report a broken site” feature [51].

6.5 Desired Features
Finally, we asked participants to describe features they wished
existed to help them handle breakage they might encounter.
While most participants could not think of any features they

Table 7: Participants’ recollections of reporting breakage
(among those who had experienced breakage).

Reporting Method Extension Browser

Never Reported 28 (67%) 28 (57%)
Feature in Tool 8 (19%) 12 (25%)
Email 3 (7%) 2 (4%)
Internet Forum 2 (5%) 8 (16%)
Social Media 2 (5%) 2 (4%)
Online Reviews 1 (2%) 5 (10%)
Website for Tool 1 (2%) 3 (6%)
Filter List 1 (2%) 2 (4%)
GitHub 1 (2%) 1 (2%)
Other 0 (0%) 2 (4%)

would be interested in having, the most common request from
those who did boiled down to wanting instructions on how
to fix the breakage they were experiencing. A few partici-
pants also wanted some way of figuring out what was causing
the breakage, which ties back to the fact that some partici-
pants were unsure what was causing the breakage they had
experienced even if they suspected it was their extension. In-
terestingly, several participants mentioned wanting some form
of crowdsourcing for understanding if other people had ex-
perienced breakage on a particular site, as well as what steps
they took to resolve it. Some participants also mentioned live
support chats and dedicated breakage forums.

7 Ethics

All reviews, posts, and issues we analyzed are publicly avail-
able. While we do store information about the author of a post,
we do not report the names or usernames of authors in this
paper, nor include post excerpts that contain identifiable in-
formation. Knowing a post’s author was necessary during the
coding process to distinguish between different discussants
on a thread, as well as between users and developers.

Both our survey and review analysis procedures were ap-
proved by our Institutional Review Board (IRB). Participants
recruited for the survey portion of this study had to provide
their explicit consent to participate. None of the questions in
the survey asked users to disclose any personally identifiable
information beyond general demographics.

8 Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, we used the complementary lenses of quali-
tative analysis of publicly posted information for browser
extension-based blocking tools and a 95-participant online
survey to understand blocking tool-related website breakage
far more comprehensively and systematically than in prior
work. Specifically, we developed novel taxonomies of the spe-
cific issues users experience as part of a “website breaking,”
as well as user strategies for attempting to fix those issues. In
this section, we conclude by discussing our work’s lessons for



various stakeholders in the tracking protection tool ecosystem
and directions for future work.

8.1 Key Takeaways for Tool Developers

Prior work typically discussed breakage as an abstract, mono-
lithic concept or through a few chosen examples. For in-
stance, Mathur et al. specifically mentioned five types of
breakage [41]. In contrast, we identified 38 distinct types of
breakage that users have reported experiencing due to block-
ing tools. The developers of tracking-protection tools could
use the breakage taxonomy to create internal benchmarks and
logs to measure the frequency of types of breakage associated
with their tool. Additionally, our work highlights particular
types of breakage, such as pages failing to load, which are
strongly associated with users uninstalling a given extension.
Extension developers should pay particular attention to types
of breakage that are associated with such drastic actions.

Current methods of reporting breakage require significant
effort for end users, which may lead to breakage being under-
reported. Less than half of the participants in our extension
survey said they had notified tool developers of breakage
even though 91% said they had experienced breakage. Not
all browsers and extensions are equipped with this capability.
Even those that are may not make this reporting functionality
easily accessible or apparent. Tracking protection tools may
receive more reports sooner if they provided users with
an easy-to-find and low-effort way of reporting breakage.

We observed that user reports of breakage typically did not
include enough information to give a developer any chance of
fixing the issue without additional follow-up. Having report-
ing templates that would require minimal effort or technical
knowledge (e.g., accessing the console for the extension) for
users to fill out could help streamline the process. Privacy
Badger, for example, requests that users answer very specific
questions before creating a new GitHub Issue, which reduces
back-and-forth by providing developers and other users with
key information needed to provide support.

Through our review analysis, we found that the developers
of tracking protection tools who interacted with users who
experienced breakage were often successful at finding solu-
tions. This suggests that maintaining an active presence on
these platforms can be beneficial both to the users that report
breakage in this way and to the developers. In the absence
of “proper channels” for reporting breakage, users expressed
interest in crowdsourced solutions. In particular, survey re-
spondents requested a method to connect with other users to
see if they had experienced breakage on a given site and,
if so, learn how those to fix it. This could perhaps take a
form analogous to Downdetector [47], a website that provides
a degree of crowd-sourced troubleshooting.

We also noticed users would sometimes post reviews to
different tools in waves that seemed to be about the same un-
derlying issue—frequently a filter list issue rather than a block-

ing tool issue. Blocking tool developers could collaborate
to build common and centralized reporting processes for
issues related to these filter lists. This could potentially al-
leviate swaths of users who are reporting the same issue to
multiple venues by having fixes be identified and rolled out in
the filter list rather than through the tracking protection tool.

Armed with the knowledge of users’ mitigation strategies,
blocking tool developers can invest in features that lever-
age common strategies and prioritize types of breakage
that users find the most intolerable. While recommending
fine-grained fixes that preserve user privacy while addressing
the breakage would be ideal, a first step could be highlighting
simple remediation actions that are less drastic than disabling
or uninstalling the tool completely. Temporarily disabling the
extension on a per-site basis and undoing previous blocking
actions should be clear and easy actions for end users to take.
Further, by leveraging our taxonomy of mitigation strategies,
browsers could detect user behavior that indicates break-
age is occurring (e.g., excessive reloading or disabling of
extensions) and prompt users to report the broken page or
provide suggestions for solving their issue.

Quantifying the frequency and types of breakage that end
users experience would be a significant contribution to this
area of research. While our survey reveals that many users
who experience breakage do not report it, the most common
method of reporting breakage was through a feature built into
a tracking protection tool. Unlike the reviews we analyzed,
these reports are not publicly available. Developers of these
tracking protection tools have unique access to list of sites
on which users reported experiencing breakage and the state
of the tracking protection tool at the time the breakage was
reported at the very least. Analyzing this more detailed data
set could build on our findings and increase the granularity of
the taxonomies we present in this work.

8.2 Key Takeaways for Website Developers

Understanding the ways websites can break could allow web
engineers to check that popular blocking tools do not inter-
fere with the functionality users expect from their sites. The
taxonomy provided in this paper could be used to create a test
suite for checking for the presence of breakage.

We found in both our review analysis and survey that users
engage in different actions depending on the type of breakage
they experience, as well as the importance or relevance of the
website on which they experience breakage. Table 5 could be
used to prioritize which breakage to address based on the type
of website. In the case where the breakage cannot be fixed
by website developers, providing users with instructions for
fixing the issue through the tool could be beneficial so they
know the cause of the problem. That being said, we found in
our survey that around half of participants were either likely
or very likely to abandon a website if it alerted a user, similar
to our proposal above, that an extension had been detected and



the user was unable to circumvent the alert. Therefore, these
notices of instructions would need to be carefully considered
to prevent users from abandoning the site or tool.

8.3 Key Takeaways for Researchers
With breakage resulting in users giving up the protection of
their blocking tools, breakage must be central when evaluating
new tools. For task-driven manual analysis of breakage, the
tasks should relate to what users would actually attempt to fix
in the context of the site. Additionally, the types of actions
that need to be taken to circumvent the issues require varying
degrees of effort for a user without technical expertise.

Due to the small scale of our surveys, sub-dividing the data
to look for patterns was not possible and could be explored
in future work. For example, analyzing whether actions users
had taken in the past and their reactions to the scenarios had
any connection to demographics could reveal how different
groups of users respond to breakage.

Our survey asked how users would react to seven types
of breakage we had identified. Future work could expand
this line of questioning to include other types of breakage
in different contexts or ask about the actions users would or
would not take at finer granularity. While both the reviews
and surveys give insights into the actions that users take to
mitigate breakage, a more specific investigation of the thought
process and ordered steps users take could prove useful for
identifying pain points in the breakage mitigation process.
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A Additional Figures

Figure 7: A single thread from the review section for uBlock
Origin in the Chrome Web Store with 4 posts in it, two being
from the same user.
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Figure 8: A single thread (issue) for Disconnect on GitHub
with 2 posts in it from two unique users, one of which (Devel-
oper 2) is a developer for the extension.

Table 8: Survey participants’ demographics.
Gender Education

Extension Browser Extension Browser

Male 29 30 High school 13 10
Female 17 19 Some college 5 6
Non-Binary 0 0 Trade / vocational 3 5
Prefer to self-describe 0 0 Associate’s degree 3 1
Prefer not to answer 0 0 Bachelor’s degree 20 23

Technical Experience Master’s degree 2 3
No 32 29 Master’s degree 2 3
Yes 14 20 Doctorate 0 1
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(b) Browser usage (browser survey variant).

Figure 9: The percentage of participants who used each ex-
tension or browser currently (gray) or previously (magenta).
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(a) Abandon website (extension survey variant).
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(b) Abandon website (browser survey variant).

Figure 10: Participants’ reported likelihood to abandon the
website if their attempt to fix the breakage failed.
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Figure 11: Participants’ reported likelihood to abandon the
extension if their attempt to fix extension-related breakage
failed.
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